
Inner Space

Souleye

Where do you go, I thought I'd leave a little picture /
A frozen moment that was captured of you living /

In this world it's hard sometimes /
When you wake up wake up /Good morning son let's start the day /

Got a good good feeling and my hearts a blaze /
I don't ever want to be the one running away /

So when I sit and think then I've got something to say /
I'll never let a day pass by /

It's hard to survive off a nine to five /
Or an eight to four or a five to three /

I'm talking life is reality /
How we ever going to really be heavenly /

To all my people on the right /
We're not going to die /

To all my people on the left /
Fighting for their last breath /
Living in the land of the lost /

Way before time even had a meaning /
Equilibrium let's dance to the beat /

Through the vibration /
Oh don't go without me / Don't go I'm scared please stay /

The signs have been painted on your walls today /
The children are crying in desperation /

Tears are falling for mother nature /
Sure there'll be a better land when we finally arrive /
But for now let us cherish what we holding inside /

As simple as a look in the eye /
Or a glance at the moon /

While its floating on by /Got an open heart / Give an open mind /
Got to live one another during hard times /

Don't live your life in rewind /
Going to make it to the top then recline /

We all birds of a feather now /
I burn sage /

Right before I dedicate a page /
Sink in to a date base /

Target audience I know it's all of them /
We can all live in inner space /

What's it really mean, I don't want beef /
I don't even want to wear the sneakers on my feet /

Trade in all the concrete and switch it with a calm breeze /
I've got countless amounts of names of companies /
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I could tell you a couple but they really the same /
I don't want to be the one that has to go and tell the people /

That there doing something wrong in their lives /
I'd rather be the one that leaves it in the hands of love /

So when they find it they know that its right /
A matter of fact to follow a map is truly an act /

On how to find yourself center it and get on back /
Back to back with a positive day that's the monologue /

Living life in the hands of a God /
Oh don't go without me / Don't go I'm scared please stay /

The signs have been painted on your walls today /
The children are crying in desperation /

Tears are falling for mother nature /
Sure there'll be a better land when we finally arrive /
But for now let us cherish what we holding inside /

As simple as a look in the eye /
Or a glance at the moon /

While its floating on by /Where do you go, I thought I'd leave a little picture /
A frozen moment that was captured of you living /

In this world it's hard sometimes /
When you wake up wake up
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